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Digitization is costly and time consuming, especially high-quality digitization using advanced
techniques. Archives are forced by budget and time constraints to prioritize which objects
to digitise, this does not always correspond to the deterioration rate of the original object.
Many analogue materials that embed visual heritage (such as negatives, photographic
prints and early motion pictures on film) is becoming illegible. The only way to preserve
these images and sounds for future generations, is to digitize and transfer to accessible
digital repositories.
Despite minor funding from national grants and, in part, with EU calls, digitization of our
collective visual history falls on Cultural Heritage Institutions. In principle, it is
acknowledged that CHIs have full responsibility of their collections, including how they
make them accessible both for view and for reuse. Without external support achieving this
is not an easy task.
Private companies and public bodies can have different approaches and policies when
prioritising their collections, but there are many shared issues:
• How to sustain the investment for digitization equipment and staff and administrative
planning within the available budget
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• Choosing between in-house or outsourcing for the various phases of the process
• Evaluating criteria meaningful curation of their collections, specifically when prioritising
digitising
• Implementing the best balance between available resources versus time constraints
connected to the deterioration of fragile supports
• Handling potentially dangerous supports such as nitrate negatives.
• Once the content is digitized and available online, how to effectively plan access, reuse
and disseminate.
• Including community-driven needs for access/enjoyment and sustainable business models
• Long-term preservation challenges connected to digitized collections.
Speakers from private companies and public bodies will share testimonies, expertise and
knowledge driving a discussion to explore these crucial issues.
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